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The Novel Conversations Book Discussion Group will meet at the Sequim Branch Library of 

the North Olympic Library System (NOLS) on Wednesday, May 22 at 4pm to discuss Fahrenheit 

451 by Ray Bradbury. 

 

In a not too distant future, humans live a seemingly care-free existence where they’re happy 

and productive. Though, there is a “price” for this life: they must place special drops in their 

eyes daily and follow the rules perfectly, including the rule that they never own or read books. 

Guy Montag is a firefighter. He doesn’t fight fires though, but hunts down those people who 

refuse to follow the law and burns their books. Like everyone else, Guy has been taught that 

books are filled with inaccuracies and insane ideas. He continues to believe this lie until he 

meets someone who teaches him that the dreams in his mind can only be explained through 

the knowledge found in books. When Guy’s mentor, Captain Beatty, comes to realize that Guy 

has joined the rebellion, Guy must make a difficult decision to save the collective thoughts of 

the human race. 

 

Copies this title are available in various formats including regular print, large print, audiobook, 

and downloadable eBook, which may be requested online by visiting the library catalog at 

www.nols.org.  A limited number of copies of each book discussion selection are available at 

the Library the month prior to each meeting. To view a complete list of 2019 Book Discussion 

Group selections, visit www.nols.org/book-discussion-groups. 
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To participate, simply read the book and attend the discussion; no reservations are needed, and 

drop-ins are always welcome. This program is generously supported by the Friends of the 

Sequim Library. 

 

The Sequim Branch Library is located at 630 North Sequim Avenue. For more information 

about this and other programs for readers and book lovers, visit www.nols.org, email 

Discover@nols.org, or call 360.683.1161.  

 

 

 
“Fahrenheit 451” by Ray Bradbury will be discussed at 4pm on Wednesday, May 22 at the Sequim 

Branch Library. 
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